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A geographic analysis of the long/short market by sector using the securities finance 

short interest data of S&P Global Market Intelligence.  

During the last month, short interest increased across a number of different sectors.  The largest increases were 
seen across the real estate management and development (+17bps) and the consumer discretionary (+16bps) 
sectors.  REITs remained the most shorted sector across global equities with 1.28% of the sectors outstanding 
shares on loan.  The largest declines in short interest were seen across the energy (-6bps), commercial services 
(-4bps) and financial services sectors (-4bps). 

In the US, Exp World Holdings Inc (EXPI) was the most shorted real estate company with 15.59% of its outstand-
ing shares being borrowed (DCBS 2) followed by Redfin Corp (RDFN) %SOOL 11.67% and DCBS 1.  The most expen-
sive US borrow across this sector was American Strategic Investment Co (NYC) with a DCBS of 9 (%SOOL 1.63%).  
Across Asia, short interest in China Vanke Co Ltd (2202) climbed to 17.45% (DCBS 5), pushing Country Garden 
Holdings Co Ltd (2007) into second place with %SOOL 9.27% and a DCBs of 5.  Sino-Ocean Group Holding Ltd 
(2534) was the most expensive real estate borrow across the region with a DCBS of 10 (%SOOL 2.19%). 

Across the consumer discretionary distribution and retail sector, Asos Plc (ASC) remained one of the most short-
ed stocks across EMEA equities (%SOOL 9.66% and DCBS 7).  Global Fashion Group SA (GFG) was the most ex-
pensive with a DCBS of 9 and %SOOL 1.68%.  Boohoo Group Plc (BOO) (%SOOL 6.15% and DCBS 7), Superdry Plc 
(SDRY) (%SOOL 5.87% and DCBS 7) and H&M Hennes & Mauritz Ab (HM B) (%SOOL 6.44% and DCBS 1) all re-
mained strong shorts across the sector. 
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Across US equities, average short interest decreased to 84bps over the month.  Short interest increased across 

a number of sectors with the largest gains being seen across the utilities (+7bps) and household and personal 

product (+7bps) sectors.  The largest decreases were seen across the financial services (-11bps) and energy        

(-18bps) sectors.   

There were a number of very expensive borrows in the US across the household and personal product sector 

during the month.  Smart For Life Inc (SMFL) was the most borrowed (%SOOL 44.9%) and one of the most expen-

sive with a DCBS of 10.  Other expensive stocks included Guardian Health Sciences Inc (GHSI) DCBS 10 (%SOOL 

5.04%), Flora Growth Corp (FLGC) DCBS 10 (%SOOL 2.76%), and Elevai Labs Inc (ELAB) DCBS 10 (%SOOL 1.57%). 

Across the utilities sector Sunnova Energy International Inc (NOVA) was the most borrowed with a %SOOL of 

25.24% and a DSCB of 2. 
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Average short interest across APAC equities decreased to 58bps during the month.  Short interest increased 

across the vast majority of sectors however in the region during the month with eighteen out of the twenty four 

sectors covered experiencing an increase.  The largest increases in short interest were seen across semi-

conductor and semi conductor equipment (+20bps), real estate management and development (+19bps), con-

sumer staples (+14bps), and transport (+7bps) sectors. 

Borrowing of semi-conductor stocks remained strong over the month, Flat Glass Group Co Ltd (6865) %SOOL 

11.76% and DCBS 4 was the most shorted, followed by Tsec Corp (6443) %SOOL 10.05% and DCBS 6 and Wafer 

Works Corp (6533) %SOOL 9.9% and DCBS 5.   

Consumer staples distribution and retail  attracted growing short interest during the month.  Alibaba Health In-

formation Technology Ltd (241) was the most shorted %SOOL 4.4% DCBS 1 and Chongqing Hongjiu Fruit Co Ltd 

(6689) was the most expensive short with a DCBS of 9. 
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Average short interest across European equities continued to increase  over the month, growing to  22bps.  Real 
estate management and development remained the most shorted sector with 0.8% of the sectors shares out-
standing on loan.  The largest increases in short interest were seen across the real estate management and de-
velopment sector (+38bps), the consumer services (+7bps), and the capital goods (+3bps) sectors. 

Alder Group SA (ADJ) was the most expensive borrow across the EMEA real estate management and develop-
ment sector during the month with a DCBS of 9 (%SOOL 3.29%, followed by Branicks Group AG (BRNK) DCBS 6 
(%SOOL 7.02%) and Peach Property Group AG (PEAN) DCBS 5 (%SOOL 4.57%). 

Across the EMEA consumer services sector Scandic Hotels Group AB (SHOT) was the most borrowed security 
with a %SOOL of 14.32% and a DCBS of 2, followed by Basic Fit NV (BFIT) %SOOL 11.68% and DCBS 3.  The most 
expensive borrow across the sector was Havila Kystruten AS (HKY) with a DCBS of 10 followed by Youngs &CO’s 
Brewery Plc (YNGA) DCBS 3 and %SOOL 1.28%. 
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For more information please contact your product specialist or contact our sales team:  
h-ihsm-global-equitysalesspecialists@spglobal.com 

Utilization - Percentage of securities in lending programs which are currently out on loan calculated as the Lender 

Value on Loan divided by Lendable Value %. 

%SOOL (%) - % of shares outstanding on loan— Percentage of shares outstanding that are out on loan 

DCBS - Daily Cost of Borrow Score; a number from 1 to 10 indicating the cost of borrow based on 7 day fees, 

where 1 is cheapest and 10 is most expensive. 

% Out the money (%) - Short positions that are experiencing losses as a percentage of the total number of shares 

on loan.   A high out of the money percentage is indicative of a potential short squeeze.  

Short squeeze score - Proprietary model utilizing transaction level data to identify names where short sellers are 

facing capital constraints, and therefore have increased potential to cover positions.  Score of 1-10.  Most likely to 

squeeze names have a rank closer to 1. and less likely to squeeze names have a score closer to 10.   A score of 0 

indicates negligible capital constraints as this security is not considered as highly shorted.  

 

Data term library 

https://ihsmarkit.com/products/markit/data-information-services.html
https://ihsmarkit.com/products/markit/financial-technology-solutions.html
https://ihsmarkit.com/products/markit/risk-regulatory-compliance.html
mailto:h-ihsm-global-equitysalesspecialists@spglobal.com
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